


Moved by the changing seasons of the natural world and the collaborative spirit of the floral 

community, The Floral Society makes creative tools and objects to inspire the design enthusiast 

at home. We believe that everyone with a vision can be both creator and curator — from the 

budding florist to the skilled host, and all humans in between. Founded by Sierra Steifman  

of New York boutique floral house Poppies & Posies, our focus is on time-tested essentials  

infused with a heavy dose of aspiration. We aim to open up a world of flowers, gardening,  

and casual entertaining to all. Come join the club.

members only

OPEN ENROLLMENT 
inquire within



CANVAS HALF-WALL ORGANIZER
36” wide x 28” high

Our half-wall organizer features 20 durable compartments in a variety of sizes to accommodate a multitude of supplies.

Made of heavy-gauge cotton canvas with copper rivets, this versatile design will look great while tidying your workshop,

kitchen, closet, or playroom.  

CW02NA



GARDEN KIT
includes trowel, garden gloves, & canvas pouch

The garden kit includes the essential tools for gardening and planting: a hand-forged trowel  and a pair of bamboo fabric  

garden gloves together in our canvas utility pouch. Gloves are one size fits most and the forged trowel is made in Holland 

with a lifetime guarantee. 

GK01

Sample Garden Kit, limit 1 per store: SGK01



GARDEN GLOVES
one size fits most

Our durable garden gloves are ideal 

for outdoor tasks in the garden or 

yard. Designed with a seamless knit 

liner made of 100% bamboo fabric 

and finished with a rubber palm, 

these gloves  give you a superior, 

natural-feeling grip.

GTOS



GARDEN TOOLS
Hand forged from durable tempered boron steel with ash hardwood handles harvested sustainably. 

Made in Holland. Lifetime Guarantee.

GTPT

GTFT

GT3TC GTCCW

GTFF

Inspired by an Old New England  traditional 

design, the Cape Cod Weeder loosens the roots 

making it easier to remove weeds in a border 

or container.

The 3-Tine Cultivator is made for quick aerating 

and cultivating jobs in hard-to- reach places. The 

tines are intentionally curved to not disturb the 

soil too much.

Our Forged Fork breaks up even the toughest 

clay-laden soil. Excellent for aerating soil.

This basic Potting Trowel is made to fill flower 

pots and containers easily.

Our Forged Trowel is perfect for any gardening 

task such as planting,  digging, aerating, cultivat-

ing and even weeding.



WCCO

COPPER WATERING CAN
19” long x 6” wide x 12” high

This durable, copper watering can is an essential tool 

for all indoor and outdoor gardening tasks. The design 

is both modern and functional with an easy-to-grip, 

curved handle and an extended spout. Made of copper- 

plated stainless steel and holds 2 1/4 liters. Copper may 

darken over time as natural patina develops. Oxidation 

will occur more quickly if used and stored outdoors. 

Hand-finished — slight variations may occur.



12 1/3” long x 7 3/4” wide x 2” high 

Inspired by a classic style, this piece has a built-in “frog” and 

two candleholders, making it an ideal centerpiece on the dining 

table or a unique addition to one’s decorative collection. The holes 

can be filled with water to display flowers and the candleholders 

hold a standard taper candle.

CERAMIC  FLOWER FROG BOWL 
& TAPER HOLDER

CFBT01



CERAMIC  FLOWER FROG VASES
small: 3” diameter x 2 2/3” high

large: 4 1/2” diameter x 4” high

These stand-alone ceramic vases feature a matte-white finish and a soft petal edge. The holes can be filled with water to 

display flowers, or use them for storing pens or brushes at a desk.

CFV01 CFV02





CERAMIC  FLOWER 
FROG BOWL
11” diameter x 3” high

This timeless piece has a built-in “frog” 

to help stems stand at attention, making 

it ideal for displaying large blooms along 

with herbs or foliage.

CFB01





CV01

COPPER VASES
small: 6” diameter x 4” high

large: 12” diameter x 7” deep x 6 1/4” high

Our copper-plated vases provide an ideal platform for creating multi-dimensional floral arrangements, or they can be used 

as an unconventional catchall. The smaller round vase works well on a side table or as a quiet centerpiece, while the the 

larger oval vase makes for a perfectly grand entrance on a console. Hand-finished — slight variations may occur.

CV02



CERAMIC  TAPER HOLDERS
wide: 6 1/2” diameter x 2 1/4” high

medium: 4 1/8” diameter x 3” high

tall: 5 1/4” diameter x 5” high

Our ceramic taper holders offer a fresh variation in shape and size and boast a clean, matte-white finish. With stand-alone 

appeal, they also feel dynamic as a collection. Each holder is sized to fit a standard taper candle. 

wide: CTH01 medium: CTH02 tall: CTH03







TAPER CANDLES
18” and 12” tall standard

Our tapers are crafted to burn drip-free at a rate of approximately 1 hour per inch. Each candle is dipped 35 times for a 

superior depth of color, and pairs are joined by a braided cotton wick for the cleanest burn. Subtle variations in wax depth 

and color opacity may occur. 

18” candles 
six per color*

*assorted sets:
one pair each
of three colors 

TAS181: 
Miel, Parchment, Petal

TAS182: 
Saffron, Greige, Midnight

12” candles 
twelve per color*

*assorted sets:
one pair each
of six colors

greige: 
TGR18

assorted*: 
TAS181
new

greige: 
TGR12

parchment: 
TPA18

parchment: 
TPA12

saffron: 
TSA18

saffron: 
TSA12

midnight: 
TMN18

assorted*: 
TAS182
new

midnight: 
TMN12

assorted*: 
TAS12
new

miel: 
TMI18

miel: 
TMI12

petal: 
TPE18

petal: 
TPE12



CANVAS MARKET TOTE
18” wide x 14 2/3” high

Simple, sturdy, and secure, this open-ended tote is perfect for 

transporting delicate flowers, firewood, or herbs and produce 

from your local farmers market. Handy snaps provide a little 

extra shape to the base when needed.

Comes in gift packaging.

CMT01NA



CERAMIC  HANGING 
FLOWER FROG VASE
5” diameter x 4 1/2” high

The hanging version of our matte-white frog vase 

works well at the kitchen window for fresh cut herbs, 

or use it in multiples for a dramatic floral display.

CHF01



HK01

HERB SEED K IT
8  zinc garden markers & 1  seed pack per variety, each with 2 5  seeds

Plant our collection of fine herb seeds to grow in your own home garden. Use them in cooking your favorite dishes, or in 

creating fragrant wreaths and floral arrangements.

Non-GMO. United States seed origin.

parsley

sage

rosemary

winter thyme

hera dill

greek oregano

mint

genovese basil



EDIBLE FLOWER SEED K IT
4  zinc garden markers & 1  seed pack per variety, each with 2 5  seeds

These seeds will grow to fill your garden with blooms of beautiful edible flowers. Use them to garnish a cocktail, or add 

them to salads for an unexpected burst of color and flavor.

Non-GMO. United States seed origin.

EFK01

calendula

bachelor’s button

marigold

nasturtium



IND IV IDUAL SEEDS
5 0  seeds per envelope

We have hand-selected these seeds to provide your garden with some of our favorite elements for floral arranging. Each seed 

packet yields blooms that will fill your home with vibrant color and texture.

Non-GMO. United States seed origin.

watermelon sweet pea

WS01

cherry caramel phlox

CCP01

peach strawflower 
APSF01

madame butterfly snapdragon

MBS01

cupcake cosmo

CC01
red spike amaranthus 
RSA01

zinderella peach zinnia

ZPZ01

tower chamois aster 

TCA01

cherokee sunset rudbeckia

CSR01

chocolate sunflower

CS01

bee feed mix

BF01
assorted

ASS01

ASSORTED SET
OF 1 1  VARIET IES

—
includes one

of each
seed variety





6” candles 
set of two 

10” candles 
set of two

18” candles 
set of two

FANCY TAPER CANDLES
6”, 10”, and 18” tall

Our Fancy Taper Candles are hand-molded and 

embody a superior depth of color. A cotton wick is 

used for the cleanest burn, and the base is sized to 

fit a standard holder. Each candle is crafted to burn 

at a rate of over 1 hour per inch. Subtle variations 

in wax depth and color opacity may occur. 

petal: 
FTPE6 FTPE10 FTPE18

parchment: 
FTPA6 FTPA10 FTPA18



CANVAS UT IL ITY POUCH
15” long x 4.5” deep x 3” high

The canvas utility pouch is well-constructed and a unique size, making  

it the perfect fit for items both large and small — tools, travel essentials,  

or even a bottle of rosé for a picnic. 

CUP01NA



CANVAS UT IL ITY TOTE
20” wide x 15” high x 5” deep

This durable, pure cotton tote is cool and understated, and proves 

to be an ideal companion for countless activities. Featuring seven 

pockets, copper hardware, and a key ring, it will serve you well 

while carrying supplies to and from the studio, on trips to the  

market, or on extended weekend adventures.  

CUT01NA





CWA01NA

CANVAS WORKSHOP APRON
Our pure cotton, cross-back apron is both stylish and utilitarian, and designed to fit all body types. Featuring wide front 

pockets, it is ideal for working in the garden, kitchen, or studio. Each apron is soft-washed for added comfort.





CANVAS 
WALL ORGANIZER
26” wide x 60” high

Our wall organizer features 23 durable compartments in 

a variety of sizes to accommodate a multitude of supplies. 

Made of heavy-gauge cotton canvas with copper rivets, 

this versatile design will look great while tidying your 

workshop, kitchen, closet, or playroom.

Comes in gift packaging.

CW01NA





FAW01

Sample Arrangement Workshop, limit 1 per store: SFAW01

ARRANGEMENT
WORKSHOP 
floral clippers
wire netting
waterproof tape
flower food
instructions
pro tips
online tutorials

Our Arrangement Workshop is the quintessential starter 

kit for the burgeoning floral designer and hobbyist alike, 

featuring professional quality tools and components for 

the making of endless arrangements. Whether you’re 

practicing, preparing for a party or event, or simply 

looking to get your hands dirty, this workshop-in-a-box 

has you covered.





4” wide x 6 1/2” long 

The essential tool to create striking and dynamic modern 

floral projects that are on par with professional florists. 

With teflon-coated carbon  steel blades and thermoplastic 

elastomer handles,  the ergonomic design remains 

comfortable in the hand as you work. Ideal for trimming 

flowers, pruning plants, or cutting herbs and vegetables 

from the garden — these perfect clippers are the only 

pair you will ever need.

FLORAL
CL IPPERS

FC01





WREATH
WORKSHOP 
floral clippers 
copper wreath form 
copper floral wire 
waterproof tape 
instructions
pro tips
online tutorials

Wreaths are full of history and symbolism, and this 

workshop-in-a-box provides everything you need to 

express your creativity while making your own, again 

and again. Use these tools to design unique pieces to  

adorn your home during the autumn and winter  

holidays, and in the spring and summer to create  

displays that will help to bring the outside in.

WW01

Sample Wreath Workshop, limit 1 per store: SWW01





FLORAL STEM TAPE 
1/2” wide x 30 yards

This heat-activated, versatile tape uses the 

warmth of your hands to stay in place as 

you stretch it. It can be used for wrapping 

bouquets, boutonnières, corsages, floral 

garlands, or in making floral head bands.

FTS01



FLORAL TAPE 
1/4” wide x 30 yards

Use this sturdy waterproof tape to assist 

in designing wreaths and garlands, 

or in conjunction with a favorite vase 

and floral netting to create dynamic 

floral arrangements.

FTH01



WIRE FLORAL NETT ING
includes waterproof floral tape

wire netting: 14” wide x 10’ long

floral tape: 1/4” wide x 40’ long

Wire netting is a reusable, easy-to-use trick of the trade that holds flowers securely in place as you create floral arrangements. 

Use the floral tape to hold the netting securely in your vase.

FN01



PROJECT WIRE 
24 gauge x 50 feet

Our pliable, medium-gauge wire comes on pretty 

wooden spools, and can be used in creating all kinds 

of craft and floral projects. It’s available in either 

shiny copper that will patina over time, or in a  

classic green that will blend with stems and leaves.

SW01CO SW01GR



adjust green box



WW02

Sample Wedding Workshop, limit 1 per store: SWW02

WEDDING
WORKSHOP 
floral clippers
silk ribbon
floral pins
green floral wire
floral stem tape
instructions
pro tips
online tutorials

Bouquets or boutonnieres are wedding essentials, and 

our Wedding Workshop provides all of the essential tools 

to create striking and dynamic modern pieces, as well as 

corsages, hair wreaths, and other small floral projects 

that are on par with professional florists. Whether you’re 

preparing for a  wedding, an event, or a special  occasion, 

this workshop-in-a-box  has everything you need. 



NAVY

BLUSH

GRAY

IVORY

SEAFOAM



S ILK R IBBON
Our ribbons are woven of 100% pure silk with softly fringed edges, and come in five colors and two sizes on hand-finished 

wooden spools. They provide the finishing touch to countless special projects — from tying bouquets and boutonnières to 

adorning wreaths, embellishing braids, or wrapping the perfect gift.

Each spool of ribbon contains 7 yards at either 3/4” wide or 2” wide.

SR01NA

SR02NA

SR01BL

SR02BL

SR01GR

SR02GR

SR01IV

SR02IV

SR01SF

SR02SF

NAVY BLUSH GRAY IVORY SEAFOAM



CARD HOLDER SET
4  solid wood holders & 1 6  paper place cards

Use these place cards and hand-finished wooden card 

holders to guide your guests toward their seats at a  

dinner party, to denote table numbers at a wedding,  

or to highlight the ingredients of a special cocktail.

CHS01



OVERS IZED TEA L IGHTS
set of 1 2  tea light candles

Suitable for any surface, these large and long-lasting tea lights come in a self-protective clear dish that won’t spill, and 

they burn for 12 hours... long after the last guest has departed! Use them on their own or in a candle holder. Unscented 

and 1/4 oz each.

OTL01W







TERMS & CONDIT IONS

Opening Order Minimum $400 / Reorder Minimum $100

PAYMENT

• Prepayment of opening orders is required. We accept payment by  
 Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover upon shipment.
• We accept company checks. Using a credit card will expedite  
 your shipment. 
• If prepaying by check, allow two weeks for check clearance.
• Terms available upon approval, and after three initial prepaid orders.

SHIPP ING

• All goods sold FOB Dobbs Ferry, New York.
• Please allow 10-14 days for processing and shipping of all in stock orders.
• Backorders will be shipped without notice and as available unless  
 otherwise directed by customer.
• The Floral Society does not drop ship or ship C.O.D.

RETURNS/CLAIMS

• Returns must be pre-authorzied within 7 days of receiving goods  
 for a shop credit.
• Please examine your order upon arrival for any discrepancies.  
 Any shipping damage or loss must be claimed by consignee with  
 carrier. All other claims must be submitted in writing within  
 7 days of receipt. Any damaged items will be replaced. No refunds  
 will be issued.
• Any merchandise approved for return must arrive to our ware- 
 house address in unused saleable condition, free of price tickets.
• All returned items must be sent in their original packaging with  
 polybags, cards, hangtags et cetera.
• Customers returning non-damaged merchandise will be charged  
 a 20% restocking fee.
• All cancellations must be requested in writing and confirmed 
  by The Floral Society.

CONTACT

The Floral Society
145 Palisade St., Suite L20
Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522
sales@thefloralsociety.com
T: 34 7 915 3739

please contact your local a/m sales representative:

Aesthetic Movement

order@aestheticmovement.com

T: 718 797 5750, F: 800 783 5013

AestheticMovement.com

SALES



@thefloralsociety   |   thefloralsociety.com


